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Credits

While REIDAO was set up as a private entity, it has always been a community effort to 

bring Ethereum Blockchain technology to the masses, especially in a niche that is dear to 

many people - real estate. Throughout our journey, we have been collaborating with 

various stakeholders to build excellent products and services. REIDAO is always committed 

to seeking feedback from the community and improving our offerings. 

We would like thank the following for their insights and valuable feedback:

● Jesse_Livermore (Ben) from Slack channel 

● Joshua Mir from Slack channel 

● jjellybeans from Slack channel 

● and many more of you who prefer not to be named here.

Thank you all!

Darvin  Kurniawan

Co-Founder, CEO

REIDAO
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REI Token Introduction

REIDAO is proud to introduce REI Token - an ERC20-compliant, REIDAO specific digital 

assets - as a proof of membership to the platform. REI token grants special benefits, such 

as discounted rates, to its holder on platforms related to REIDAO, among other things. To 

express our appreciation, REI tokens will be distributed to early supporters and backers 

who have contributed to the success of REIDAO’s first project, Crowdvilla.

Token Specifications

Planned Distribution

* Note: Token allocation for bounty and Crowdvilla participants’ bonuses are estimated (see crowdvilla.io/whitepaper.pdf for 

more information). If they are not fully redeemed, the balance will be carried forward to Open Token Sales.

Token Name REI

Token Contract Address To Be Announced

Token Supply 5,000,000 (fixed)

Divisibility 8 Decimal Places

Category Number of Tokens Percentage

Bounty ~200,000 REI ~4%

Crowdvilla Participant’s Bonus * ~250,000 REI ~5%

Open Token Sales ~3,800,000 REI ~76%

REIDAO Early Investors, Team & 
Future Partners Allocation 750,000 REI 15%

Total 5,000,000 REI 100%

https://crowdvilla.io/whitepaper.pdf
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REIDAO Membership

Membership Tiers

Membership tiers are determined by the amount of REI token users hold.

Each membership tier offers different benefits for REI token holders.

Membership Tier Minimum REI Holdings Amount

Tier 1 1,000 REI

Tier 2 100 REI

Tier 3 10 REI

Non-Member 0 REI

Membership Benefits and Utility

The main benefit for REIDAO members is the applied discounted utilization rate when any 

REIDAO-based platform is utilized. Crowdvilla is one of the first platforms to benefit from 

the REIDAO membership with the discounted rate for booking holiday stays at properties in 

the Crowdvilla portfolio.
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Discounted Utilization Rate for REIDAO based application 

Using real estate tokenization as a base, REIDAO will build more tokenized real estate 

applications, one of which is Crowdvilla - Shared Holiday Homes, which allows for 

short-term holiday home rentals. REI token holders will enjoy discount on such bookings. 

Read more about it at: reidao.io/crowdvilla.pdf

Membership Tier Discount Utilization Rate

Tier 1 70%

Tier 2 30%

Tier 3 10%

Non-Member 0%

https://reidao.io/crowdvilla.pdf


Open Token Sales Method - Multi Stage Sales

Token auction dates: To Be Announced. 

REIDAO will hold an open token sales period to distribute at least 3,600,000 REI tokens 

(~76% of total supply) by way of direct multi stage sales. REIDAO will hold 3 separate token 

sales exactly 1 year apart from each other. Any unsold tokens from the previous stage will 

be carried forward to the next stage.
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Sale Stage Sale Date Available REI Price Per REI

Stage 1 To Be Announced Min. 3,600,000 REI* 0.1 ETH

Stage 2 A Year After Stage 1 Min. 100,000 REI^ 0.2 ETH

Stage 3 A Year After Stage 2 Min. 100,000 REI^ 0.3 ETH

* Final number of tokens available will be calculated after the completion of the Crowdvilla token sale. Any unclaimed bonus 

REI tokens will be allocated towards Sale Stage 1.

^ At least 100,000 REI Tokens will be guaranteed for Sale Stage 2 and Sale Stage 3. Any unsold tokens from the previous 

stage will be carried forward to the next stage.

Accepted Digital Assets

The primary accepted digital asset of choice is ETH. 

REI Token Lock-Up Period 

REI Token balance will be reflected on the receiving address as soon as the sale is closed 

and concluded. These tokens however will be locked up for a period of roughly 7 days from 

the end of the auction, in order to make sure that everything works well before any 

transfer is allowed.
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REI Token Refund (Limited Buyback Scheme) 

As REI tokens are considered as proofs of membership in the REIDAO platform, there is  a 

cooldown period of 15 days, during which unsatisfied REI token purchasers can make 

requests for complete refund of their purchases, with the following conditions:

1. Refund will be available for up to 20% of the REI token being sold.

2. Refund will be done based on the price of REI token in ETH during the sale.

3. Refund can only be requested from the Ethereum address that participated in the 

token auction.

4. The balance of REI token being refunded will be allocated back to the team.

Note on Sales Proceed (Tax Implications)

REIDAO will consider the proceeds from the Open Token Sales exercise as sales proceeds, 

and will liquidate digital assets raised by converting them to Singapore Dollars in trenches. 

This is to ensure that we are working within the regulations. As REIDAO is a Singapore 

company, the total amount raised during the token sale may be taxable.



REI Token Team Allocation

As an entity, REIDAO will keep 15% (750,000 REI) of the total supply of REI tokens, which will 

be used to incentivise and reward REIDAO existing investors, team members, and key 

partners.

Team Distribution Schedule (Lock-up Period) 

To show the team’s commitment to REIDAO’s long term project plan, the distribution of the 

allocated tokens will be locked in a specific purpose smart contract, with the time-release 

mechanism schedule as follows:
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Disbursement Wave Amount Time of Release

Wave 1 200,000 REI Immediate

Wave 2 200,000 REI 1 January 2020

Wave 3 200,000 REI 1 January 2021

Wave 4 150,000 REI 1 January 2022


